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'1985 Tore:ro Top 30'
EDITORS NOTE
Because of their outstanding ser
vice and contributions to USD over
the years, 30 students have been
selected from the undergraduate
population to be honored as the 1985

Torero Top 30.
Each Spring, students are selected
by fellow students for this honor bas
ed on the dedication, enthusiasm and
sincerity exhibited through active
participation in some area(s) of the

USD community. The quality of con
tribution is looked for rather than
quantity. Because of the care, late
hours, hard work, genuine spirit and
many frustrations that have been put
forth by these students, this final

issue of the 1984-85 VISTA would
like to thank congratulate and
recognize them. With hopes that
these, and all students may shine
forth in all they do, we present to you
the 1985 Torero Top 30:

Peter M. McGuine

Mary Markovinovic

Russell Caine

it is today. Aside from that, next year's
ASB Vice President has been Sophomore
Class Senator, ICC Rep, Tutor, Campus
Ministry, Alcala Men's Club, Student
Alumni Assoc., Community Services ac
tive during the past three years. Paul has
also been working part-time at Cinema 21
Theatres. Plans for the future include
hopes to enter Georgetown's Law School
and then to teach law at the university
level. He may eventually operate a Speak
ers Bureau agency. "My favorite memory
at USD was working with Rosemary Wolf
and Marty Tallman on the sophomore
class float. Two days of hard work paid
off, the sophomore class won first place. . .
Also, the vice presidency party. John
Nagengast, Sigma Pi 'stud' threw a bash
for the election." Thanks to Paul for work
that no one could have done better!
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Peter is commonly referred to as "Mr.
USD." His activities and reputation on
campus prove him worthy of such a title.
A Business Administration major from
Fullerton, California, Pete has served as
an RA in DeSales Hall for two years. He
has also been recognized as President of
Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity. Additional
activities include: Phi Kappa Theta Rush
Chairperson, Alumni Relations Chairper
son, Special Projects Coordinator, Interfraternity Council President/Rep, ASB
Social Chairman, Film Forum Director,
Elections Committee Chairman, Program
Board, Budget Committee, ICC Rep,
Mentor for Freshmen Leadership Pro
gram, Campus Ministry everything,
Orientation Team, College Visiting Day
Speaker, Editor of DIAL Student Direc
tory, Mallet Assoc. member and Friend of
Katie O'Rourke, Jacqui Hones and Cathleen Ryan (S.G.). Pete has worked as a
Summer Conference Coordinator at USD
and has also been employed in the cater
ing department and Continuing Educa
tion Department. His honors include the
Outstanding Service Award for Student
Activities, Dean's List, Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges
and Universities, Distinguished Greeks of
America 1985, Nielson Family Scholar
ship, Catholic Leadership Scholarship,
Honorary Membership in Quem-Quaeritis, Theatrical Honor Society. His plans
for the future involve working at USD
Manchester Conference Center as a con
ference administrator, then working,
hopefully, in Los Angeles in September.
Pete drew a blank when it came to favorite
memories... too many???

She was a timid freshman from Brooklyn,
New York. USD was something new and
different. Now she's had enough of USD
and she's said to be lost somewhere in
Bellevue, New York. We want her back
for commencement, so if you see her
... grab her! Yes, the wonderful world of
editing can "get" to a person. Anyway
... Mary is an International Relations ma
jor and History minor. She dove into
USD activities and accomplished these
things over the years: Yearbook Editor-inChief (two years), assistant Layout Editor,
Orientation Board, Who's Who in Amer
ican Colleges & Universities, ASB Pro
gram Board, Asst. Social Chairperson,
ASB Senate Recording Secretary, Mentor
in the Student Transcript Program,
VISTA staff writer and photographer, Intramurals, Social Committee, Communi
cations Committee, Election Committee,
Model United Nations, Gamma Delta
Iota, Pre-Lark warm-up Committee
(whaaat?), VISTA-ASB referee, soft
shoulder to cry on for assorted Yearbook
and ASB personnel, Director of the Mary
Mark Psychiatric clinic for emotionally
distraught staff members, Public Relations
Director for Spence Webster. Mary also
worked at Sea World, Graduate Admis
sions and as ASB Secretary. Some favorite
memoirs include Casa de Pico runs, sitting
around some office for hours talking, preLark warm-ups, midnight Denny's runs,
Mexican Road Trips, afternoons in SJC,
1st floor of SLB, fire alarms in the valley,
MUN conference, good friends, Public
Liaison Officer for Spence, "You're ugly
and ya' mama dresses you funny!" Famous
last words are "The college experience is
not the classes you take but what you do
while you're here. .. Learn to budget your
time between classes, work, and making
friendships that will last a lifetime."

Joe Masar
From Huntington Beach, California came
this Business Administration major. He
has remained active as Sigma Pi Fraternity
President this year and a member of the
Interfraternity Council. He has also served
as the Alcala Men's Club Vice President,
Catholic Awareness Committee member,
Orientation Team member and Senior Re
treat Leader. He has worked in retail sales
and at Sea World while a student and has
big plans for the future. Russ will go to
work for First Interstate Bank in San
Diego working with commercial loans.
Lots of kids and marriage are in his plans
as well as 2 (20?) dogs, a house in La Jolla,
a cabin in the mountains, a home in the
desert and, ah hes, a master's degree in
finance after a couple years.

Paul Davis

Paul Davis - Speakers Bureau. The two go
hand-in-hand. This English/Communications major from Escondido, California
has built USD's Speakers Bureau to what

Michigan! He's from Saginaw, Michigan!
Now that's unique! Joe is a Philosophy ma
jor and a member of St. Francis Seminary.
He acted as student body president of the
Seminary and was very involved with
Campus Ministry leading the Sunday
night Contemporary Music Group,
among others, during the past three years.
While in college, Joe has been working at
his parish, St. Pius X, and at Ascension
Catholic Parish in Tierrasanta as cantor.
His plans for the future include continuing
studies for the priesthood at St. Patrick's
Seminary in the San Francisco Bay area.
"By far, the fondest memory 1 will leave
USD with is the quality time I've been
able to spend in friendship here. I've en
joyed the fun and smiles—thanks! My
time here has made the future look
bright." P.S. I owe it all to Steve Poltz.
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Sarah Finn Named To
World Affairs Board

Sara Finn, APR, director of public rela
tions at USD, has been appointed by the
San Diego City Council to its Interna
tional Affairs Board.
Nominated by Councilman Mike
Gotch, the La Jolla resident will be sworn
in for a two-year term at 10:30 a.m.
Wednesday, May 8.
Mayor Roger Hedgecock said he "was
pleased" with Finn's appointment. "We
have five new strong members on the
board," he added.
Also appointed were Gloria Ma, a La
Jolla businesswoman; Bill Loft, (cq) vice
president of the World Trade Association;
Rudolph Riis, a local contractor; and
Dana Herbst of California First Federal
Bank.
Finn, the university's public relations
manager for 15 years, said this is "an im
portant time for international affairs for
San Diego because it is on the threshold of
becoming a global force, particularly
within the Pacific Basin."
The 15-member IAB, which acts in an
advisory capacity to the City Council, is
charged with fostering and promoting re
lations with foreign nations, increasing
the understanding of the United States
among other countries and the further
ance of economic cooperation and
cultural exchange.
International affairs have taken on an
added importance this year in San Diego

with Mayor Hedgecock naming Kathi
Howard as his chief of protocol, marking
the first time a San Diego mayor has had
such a position on his staff.
Finn's extensive world travel was among
the reasons that she was chosen for the
board, said Howard, who is assigned to
the IAB. Finn has traveled to India, main
land China, Japan, Mexico, the Greek
Islands and throughout Europe.
In 1979, she was a member of the U.S.
delegation to the World Union of
Catholic Women's Organization con
ference in Bangalore, India. In 1986, she
will be a delegate to the world meeting of
the International Alumnae of the Sacred
Heart, to be held in Tokyo.
In 1983, Finn was inducted into the In
ternational Papal Society, the Equestrian
Order of the Holy Sepulchre of Jerusalem,
by Pope John Paul II.
Finn, who has worked with the media
for the past 22 years, was a charter
member of the San Diego Press Club, a
founding member of the Public Relations
Association of Southern California Col
leges and is currently its vice president,
and is on the executive committee of the
Public Relations Society of America.
From 1979-81, she was president of the
Alumnae of the Sacred Heart of the
United States and Canada.
For more information, please contact
John Nunes at 260-4600, ext. 4296, or
Kathi Howard at 236-6883.

Scholarships Scholarships
The Avery International Corporation is
continuing the scholarship program it
established two years ago. There are ten
$1000 scholarships available for fall
1985-86.
The scholarships are offered to children
of Avery International employees attend
ing any of the ICSC (Independent Col
leges of Southern California) schools.
Candidates should fill out a copy of the
enclosed application and submit it to
ICSC by July 31. If either of your parents
is employed by Avery, please contact the
scholarship Office, Serra 320 for applica
tions!

The San Diego County Epilepsy Society
has up to three $500 scholarships available
for 1985-86.
There are two categories of eligibility re
quirements: One, a student being treated
for epilepsy attending a San Diego County
college or university and who has demon
strated need for financial assistance and a
satisfactory academic record. Two, a full
time San Diego County college or univer
sity student with a GPA of at least 3.0 ac
tivity involved in the research of epilepsy
in social science or health-related fields.
Applications are available in the Scholar
ship Office, Serra 320, and they must be
submitted by September 16, 1985.

Campus Notes

A
'Thursday, May 16

FINALS SCHEDULE
8-10 am, TTH or TH at 8 or 8:15
11-1, TTH or TH at 2, 2:39, 3, 3:10
2-4, THat 10:15
4:30-6:30, TTH or TH at 4, 4:30, 4:35, 5:00
7:30-9:30, TH at 6, 6:15, 6:25, 6:30, 6:35, 7:00,
7:05

*Friday, May 17

8-10, MWF at 8:00
11-1, MWF, MW, WF at 1, 1:25
2-4, MW, MWF at 3:00, 3:05, 3:35
4:30-6:30, F at 4:00

'Saturday, May 18

9-11, SAT at 9:00

'Monday, May 20

8-10, MWF at 9:00, 9:05
11-1, MWF at 2:30; MTWTH at 2
2-4, MWF at 11:15
4:30-6:30, M, MW at 4, 4:30, 5
6:30-8:30, M at 6, 6:15, 6:25, 6:30, 6:35, 7

Tuesday, May 21

8-10, TTH at 9, 9:35, 9:40, T at 8
11-1, TTH at 10:10; T at 10
2-4, TTH, T at 1, 1:25, 1:30
4:30-6:30, T at 2:30, 3:35, 4
7:30-9:30, TTH, T at 6:15, 6:25, 6:30, 6:40, 7

Wednesday, May 22 Residence Halls close, 12 noon.

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!!!
ZETA

wishes for

a Glorious

USD

Summer

CONTINUING EDUCATION

MATH PREP WORKSHOP
July 15—August 16, 1985
Designed for students who need intensive prepara
tion for college-level courses beyond the Math II
level, this course will fulfill the requirement
of Math 10 in Vi the time for Vs the cost!
For a descriptive brochure detailing topics of dis
cussion and fees, please call or see Kathy Hare at
the Manchester Executive Conference Center,
(619) 260-4585.
The Math Prep Workshop is not for credit, therefore, students will
be able to study the course material under less stressful conditions.

£
Take the love
of God that burns
within you and strive
with us to set the
world on fire with
that love.

For more information write or call:
Edward J. Colon
Director of Vocations and Lay Ministries
1119 Westchester Place, Los Angeles, CA 90019
(213) 737-6464 or (213) S-E-R-V-l-N-G
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Opinions
Letters To The Editor
Senior Banquet Cost Reasonable
Dear VISTA Editor:
This letter addresses the complaints
voiced by Kym Marshall (Vista, May 9,
1985) regarding the expense of the recent
Senior Banquet, which was sponsored by
the Student Alumni Association (SAA).
I, too, initially felt that the $16 price for
the banquet was high for one evening of
fun. Instead of complaining without fac
tual justification, however, I investigated
the costs associated with producing the
event. I learned the following:
1. The Kona Kai hall rental and catered
meal cost SAA $13.95 per person, a total
of $4185 for 300 persons. The slide show
cost $250 to convert all film negatives to
slides. The band cost $500, and publicity,
invitations and mailing costs were $200.
The total cost of the evening was approx
imately $5135.
2. At $16 a ticket, the total income
generated by the sale of 300 tickets was
$4800. This means that SAA absorbed
the extra $335 which fell short of the
break-even point.
Therefore, Kym, I seriously question
what calculations you made to determine
that a "sizeable sum" should be left over.
You compared the banquet to the Spring
Ball, which you deemed to be "quite suc
cessful." Do you realize that the Spring
Ball bids, at $40 per couple, are $4 more
per person than the senior banquet tick
ets? And that the Ball is further subsidized
by part of your ASB fee of $30? (By the
way, .that's part of the forty-five thousand
dollars you have paid for your USD
education—and did you afford the Ball?)
It seems obvious, then, that the SAA
does not intend for the banquet to be a
money-maker. The SAA is a serviceoriented group whose purpose for the ban

quet is to provide an off-campus, tradi
tional dinner, dance, and slide show for
the enjoyment of seniors who are soon to
be alumni. The SAA is the same group
who has sponsored the free wine-andcheese socials for seniors and faculty. They
also contribute to the presentation of the
free annual commencement party for gra
duating seniors and their families which is
held on Camino Patio (this year, on May
25 at 8:00 p.m.). In your letter you sug
gested that there could be a "dance on the
patio for seniors"; well, the commence
ment party is free (except for alcoholic
beverages), has dancing, and costs the
school about $2000! Are you planning to
come?
Furthermore, the senior banquet is not,
as you say, "our finale to our academic
growth." The honors convocation held on
May 9 was expressly devoted to commend
ing those students who have excelled
academically. The banquet, however, is a
celebration of our development as a
cohesive social group who have formed
common bonds throughout these past few
years.
You demanded to be given a choice
about the banquet's arrangements. You
made your choice when you deferred
responsibility for its planning by not get
ting involved. You could have been on the
planning committee, you could have
helped coordinate Project '85 which is the
package of social events for us seniors, or
you could have helped at the fundraisers
and carwashes which SAA had in order
to raise money to defray banquet ex
penses. There were many ways that
"poor" students like yourself could have
become involved and committed to a pur
poseful event. For whatever reason, your

t
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choice was to let someone else do it, and
then you complained about the results. To
me, that is "poor" spirit,' service, and at
titude—which is never honored at either
social banquets or academic convocations.
Although your argument's premises are
incorrectly founded, your concluding
recommendation to the juniors, i.e. that
they not be "left out next year in being
rightfully honored," is sound. Seniors of
1985-86 should get involved with your se
nior senators, Project '86, and SAA. It is
up to the students, all of them, whether
wealthy or "poor," to contribute whatever
resources they have in terms of money,
time, and talent to coordinate activities
which are accessible to as many interested
seniors as possible. The community that
has been present at this year's senior ac
tivities (from the Senior Retreat to the
Senior Banquet) has indeed been a rich
community—not necessarily with money
but rather with participation, involve
ment, service, and spirit.
Sincerely,
Joanne M. Picerno
P.S. Oh, and by the way, I'm not on the
SAA committee. I'm merely a relatively
involved senior who used $16 of my finan
cial aid and work earnings to enjoy a fan
tastic time at a school-sponsored event.

Senior Banquet
Costs Answered
Dear Editor,
The finale to our academic growth is
NOT the Senior Banquet but the award
ing of diplomas on graduation day. Accor
ding to correct calculations, each dinner
served by the Kona Kai Club on May 3,
1985 cost SAA $13.95, leaving $2.05 per
person to pay all other expenses such as
the band, invitations, postage, slide show,
publicity, etc. No profit has ever been
made on such an event. It was nice to
finally come close to breaking even, as last
year's banquet lost SAA $1200.
That is a good suggestion to hold the
slide show in Camino Theatre with a
dance to follow on Camino Patio, but
realistically, what seniors would attend in
semi-formal attire, where no alcohol could
be openly served? A possible place to hold
such a fine event would be in the an
ticipated University Center.. .when it is
built.
I too had friends who could not attend
their Senior Banquet due to lack of funds,
but if this event was offered free either you
or your parents would bear this cost at
some other check-writing party. If you
care to check budget calculations, feel free
to see Tom Martz, Alumni Director. His
office is located in DeSales Hall.
The good 'ole saying holds true,
"There's no such thing as a free lunch!"
Sincerely,
Avis Reinicke
SAA President

Registration Behavior
Pi's Not Sole Cause
Dear Editor,
I would like to reply to the article in
May 9th's VISTA entitled Registration
Behavior. I would first like to say that I'm
a member of the Sigma Chi Fraternity
who was also present at the School of
Business on May 1st.
To begin with, the majority of brothers
were asleep early, with the exception of a
few who took their good time across the
street, but who represented a clear minori
ty of the group who stayed up. The
gentleman who urinated in the street was
not a member of Sigma Pi. The fire was
started by a female not aligned with any
Greek organization and was put out by a
Sigma Pi.
The sprinklers were plugged up in an at
tempt to stay dry during the night. When
the sprinklers did come on, drenching
many people, it was a small group of men
which included Sigma Pi's who were wak
ing up people in order to keep them dry.
Furthermore, the mess was made by all
there, Greek as well as non-Greek, and
was not exclusively the fault of one group.
I strongly urge the writer of this article
to get his/her facts straight and have the
courage to support their claims with sign
ing their name.
Sincerely,
Marc Homan
Member Sigma Chi Fraternity

Extended Education
Article Corrected
Dear Editor,
I would like to thank Mike Gotlob for a
great article (May 2nd) about the Extend
ed Education Program here at the Univer
sity of San Diego. The article highlighted
all the positive aspects of those people in
volved in the program.
I would like to clarify, however, that I
am not the coordinator of the program. I
am a graduate assistant helping to cocoordinate the program along with Rebeca Haggins, also a graduate assistant. The
program's overall coordinator is Dr. Jan
Writer, in charge of the School of Educa
tion's Program for Persons with Severe
Handicaps. It is due to her efforts and the
efforts of the San Diego Task Force con
sisting of various teachers of students with
severe handicaps that this program is
possible.
This program has been in existence here
at USD now for 3 years, and I'm glad it's
finally been brought to the attention of
others thanks to the work of Mike Got
lob.
Sincerely,
Lynn Page

«&•
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Letters

Continued From Page 3

Pis Answer Complaints

Dear Editor:
In light of last week's articles criticiz
ing Sigma Pi's escort service and regis
tration behavior, I feel compelled to
respond on behalf of my brothers as
well as myself.
Sigma Pi is the only organization on
campus which has voluntarily under
taken the task of providing an escort
service. This is done without compen
sation from the university, and in
volves the participation of the entire
fraternity. On behalf of Sigma Pi, I
would like to apologize for an unfortu
nate situation. It is a fact that Miss
Lesperance called the escort service at
a time when no one was available.
However, it is important to note that
since the escort service began this se
mester, there have only been six occa
sions when our brothers were not
available. An even more important
statistic is the unusually low number
of calls received—four this semester.
Sigma Pi has never intended to re
place campus security, but rather
serve as a support to their efforts. Ov
er the summer we will evaluate the
value of the escort service to the USD
community. Hopefully, we will be
able to continue providing this service
with greater response from the stu
dents, as well as greater efficiency
within our group.

In reference to the anonymous let
ter, "Registration Behavior," it is my
understanding that not all of the stu
dents in line that evening were mem
bers of Sigma Pi fraternity or any oth
er Greek organization, but rather a
variety of students, undoubtedly re
presenting all facets of campus life.
The anonymous letter pointed out
that "Only a minority of Sigma Pi's
were involved... it reflects on the en
tire fraternity." I would point out
that: a) other students were involved;
and b) the accusations directed at Sig
ma Pi should be more rightly directed
toward the entire group of students
present in line. It is unfortunate that
in the author's eyes, the behavior of
all the students involved was reflected
only on Sigma Pi. Again, on behalf of
my fraternity, I apologize for any ill
feelings and urge the unknown author
to consider the unfairness of their ac
cusations.
Sigma Pi has been, and will contin
ue to be, a positive influence at USD.
We look forward to next year for con
tinued growth and success, for not
only our fraternity, but the entire
USD community as well. Sincerely,
Edward M. Aloe
President, Sigma Pi
Fraternity

Spigot Manners
Admonished

Dear Editor,
Last Thursday evening I attended
the Silver Spigot, having been told
that it was a fun place to go. I had to
wait outside in line, along with other
USD students.
Two men did not wish to wait in
line with the rest of us, and were al
lowed to enter at once. As a girl wait
ing protested, the bouncer at the en
trance shouted insults at her in the
most vulgar manner. I have been in
the U.S. for nearly a year now, but I
have never before heard some of the
words he used to insult her. I do not
think it is manly to treat anyone in
this manner, especially a girl. Whether
the bouncer was drunk is no excuse.
I am sorry that I was able to induce
only a few USD students to leave the
line and the establishment.

If there are only 300 students from
USD attending the Silver Spigot on
Thursdays, they pay $600 in entrance
fees, and the Silver Spigot probably
makes more than $1,000 per week
from USD students. At least this, even
if for no other reason, should cause the
employees (including the bouncer) to
treat students with respect.
I believe that there are other bars
that students could attend on Thurs
day nights—bars where we would be
treated the way we deserve to be.
Show, at least this Thursday night,
that you are a free-thinking member of
American society, and that you believe
nobody should be treated this way.
Show that you are proud to be a USD
student, as is the girl last Thursday.
Markus Frank
Foreign Exchange Student (Austria)

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
Applications for Academic Research
Grants will be accepted until Sept. 23.
They will be reviewed and the grants will

Dean Krantz Honored
For Law Service
Sheldon Krantz, Dean of USD's School
of Law, has been given a San Diego Coun
ty Bar Association award for "outstanding
service to legal education."
Krantz, who has been the law school
dean since 1981, was among six prominent
attorneys who received Bar Association
awards on Law Day last Thursday, May 2,
as part of an effort to honor those in the
legal profession who make contributions
to the community.
Krantz said he believed he received the
award because "in the creation of the Law
Center (at USD) we constituted a true
partnership between the Bar, and the
community and the law school."
The Law Center, established in Decem
ber 1981 by USD and the county Bar, pro

vides services of the legal profession to im
prove legal service to the community.
Before becoming USD law school dean,
Krantz was director of the Boston Universi
ty Center for Criminal Justice, executive di
rector of the Massachusetts Governor's
Committee on Law Enforcement and Ad
ministration of Justice, and a trial attorney
for the Justice Department's organized
crime and racketeering division.
Krantz has been a member of the Amer
ican Law Institute, the Massachusetts Su
preme Judicial Court Advisory Commit
tee on Rules of Criminal Procedure and
both the Massachusetts and United States
Supreme Court bars.
Krantz received his B.S.L. (1960) and his
LL.B. Cum Laude (1962) from the Univer
sity of Nebraska.

Stolen Children
Conference Held
The California Center for Missing and
Exploited Children will present a one-day
conference dealing with issues of child ab
duction on Friday, May 24.
The conference will be presented as part
of a series of activities taking place
through the month of May which is Miss
ing Children's Month in San Diego. May
25th is National Missing Children's Day.
This conference was created and devel
oped for the expressed purpose of partici
pation by professionals from those disci
plines having the most influence on pro
grams affecting stolen children.
Specifically, those concerned profession
als are from law enforcement, judiciary,
education and medicine.
Special guest and keynote speaker at the

conference will be John Walsh, father of
the child portrayed in the true-life movie
Adam. Founders of The Adam Walsh Re
source Center in Florida, John and Reve
Walsh, have been called upon to testify
before Congress and the Presidential Task
Force on Victims of Crime. Walsh also
serves as Special Advisor to the National
Center for Missing and Exploited Chil
dren.
In addition, CCMEC will hold a ban
quet on the evening of the 24th to honcir
Walsh as well as members of the commun
ity who have contributed significantly to
the cause of stolen children and their
searching parents.
Both the conference and the banquet
will be held May 24th at the San Diego
Hilton on Mission Bay.

EATING DISORDERS
. CAN BE FATAL
CAN BE TREATED

The Eating Disorders Program at
Alvarado Parkway Institute is the oldest
and most experienced program for the
treatment of Anorexia Nervosa and
Bulimia in San Diego County.
Our OUTPATIENT EVENING
TREATMENT PROGRAM offers
intensive care for students and
working individuals at LOW COST.
Inhospital treatment, intervention
assistance, and nutritional counseling
also available. Call for assessment.

be awarded on Sept. 27. Even though the
deadline isn't until next semester, it is
important to begin organizaing your
project and application for review. For
further information, contact Secretary of
Academics Harry Hadjian or Secretary of
Finance John Morberg in the ASB office.

A*

ALVARADO
PARKWAY
INSTITUTE

(619) 465-4411

7050 Parkway Drive, La Mesa, CA 92041
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Campus Capsules
THE DUKE U. STUDENT UNION cancelled two film showings, after admissions of
ficials expressed fear they would discourage visiting black students from enrolling at the
school. The films depicted the 1979 Greensboro conflict, in which five Communist
Workers Party members were killed in a shootout with Nazis and Klansmen. Students
who scheduled the film showings had hoped to recruit students to attend the March
trial of the people allegedly involved in the shooting.
FALL BREAK is finally coming to the U. of Virginia. The university scheduled a fall
break in mid-October of 1986 and 1987, on a trial basis. The Student Council and other
student groups had been pressing for a fall break for the past year, saying students need
a chance to catch up on their studies. The four-day break won't disturb the school cal
endar, but will push final exams closer to Christmas.
A HOMEMADE PIPE BOMB seriously injured a U. of Massachusetts student and
blew out a residence hall window. The student and two others were using the device,
made from a bicycle pump and explosive powder, to blow toilet paper out of their dorm
window, when it misfired.
THE HIGHER A STUDENT'S VERBAL SAT SCORE, the more likely it is that the
student will major in social sciences or humanities, according to The Admissions Sur
vey, a periodic report by Jan Krukowski Associations, Inc. Students with low math and
verbal SAT scores were more interested in business and vocational fields. The survey
was based on telephone interviews of a random sample of over 3,500 high school sen
iors. (Contact: Jan Krukowski Associates, Inc., 6 East 43 St., New York, NY 10017, [212]
661-9770.)
A SPECIAL SEX-CRIME UNIT now operates as part of the U. of Florida Police De
partment. The unit's investigators are trained in sexual battery and child abuse investi
gations, evidence collection, interview techniques, and legal and medical aspects of sex
crimes. The university police are working with the local state's attorney's office to run
the unit.
"HOT PURSUIT" BECAME A HOT TOPIC at Princeton U. recently, when a resi
dence college council considered funding a student trip to play the game. Hot Pursuit
matches teams of "fighters" who "kill" their opponents with paint pellets in a simulated
battle. Some Mathey College residents objected to the game's morality, while others felt
the council should fund the trip for those who were interested. The council hit on a
compromise, agreeing to pay for the bus trip, but not game-player fees.
A NEW LOCAL PARKING PROGRAM is making life tough for U. of Pittsburgh
commuting students. Under legislation permitting local permit parking, campus-area
neighborhoods are now restricting non-resident parking to one-hour periods, and levy
ing $25 fines on violators. Prior to the permit plan, commuters occupied over half of the
street parking in more residential areas.
GAMES STUDENTS ARE PLAYING on a big scale this year include a giant Trivial
Pursuit game at Rutgers U., and a giant chess contest in an outdoor courtyard at the U.
of Kentucky. The life-size trivia was pursued in a dining hall during Rutgers Springfest,
to benefit Multiple Sclerosis. UK architecture students designed large metal chess pieces
to play on a campus courtyard with a checkered design.
AN UNSUNG HERO AWARD went to an unknown plastic flamingo at the U. of
Florida. The bemused bird was nominated by a UF service fraternity, to poke fun at the
"careless attitude" that its members believe the award committee takes. Not surprisingly,
the Blue Key honor society, which bestows the honor, wasn't amused.
PAINTING THE CAMPUS PAISLEY may have brightened life at the U. of Califor
nia-San Diego, but it won't brighten the artist's future. Officials there say they'll spend
$10,000 removing the red paisley pattern from 40 campus buildings. They charged one
of the students involved with conspiracy and misappropriation of funds. The latter
charge stems from use of campus radio station funds to buy paisley stencils.
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Question of the Year
By John Pentelei-Molnar

If you were a Herbavoire, what
kind of plant would you eat?

Amy Harsh Fresh/Business
Susan Edwards Fresh/Business
"Jicama, because it's healthy for you."

Andy Hynes Fresh/Business
"I'd eat a tree."

Noel Fabian Fresh/Diver. Liberal Arts
Sue Armstrong Fresh/Business
"Just your average weed."

'828

'768

Also flights to Frankfurt, Geneva, London and Nice.
Our fares include all taxes and charges!

295-0202

No Service Charge
i

5 i03 LINDA VISTA ROAD
Next to Presidio Garden Center

Lisa Mitchell Fresh/Business
Gina Carrasco Fresh/Poly Sci
Britt Christensen Fresh/Und
"Roses, because we love to get them."
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Mike Davis

Mike is from Seattle, Washington, and
will graduate with a major in Business Ad
ministration and minors in Leadership
and History. This year, Mike served as
ASB Vice President and has been active in
the following ways: involved with the Na
tional Association for Campus Activities,
runner-up for NACA Outstanding Stu
dent Award, ASB Film Forum Director,
ICC Vice President, organizer of HalfCourt Hoop Shoot contest, founding
Father of Sigma Pi fraternity,
Social
Events Committee, Waterski Club, Snowski Club, Intramural Sports, representa
tive for College Tours, recipient of the
Student Affairs Award for outstanding
contribution to USD. Mike has also been
active with charity groups in Seattle and
has worked through college at tennis
events/clubs (including the Summer
Olympics). Mike plans to be one of the top
people involved in a major sporting event,
preferably tennis, in the U.S. within the
next five years. Among his favorite
memories are "winning the election to
become ASB VP in 1984-85, attending
NACA National Conventions in Nash
ville and Chicago, working with Barry
O'Brien to put together great social pro
grams, including the best Spring Ball that
this school has ever seen at the Hotel In
tercontinental, April 20, 1985!"

Robert Infantino

Biology majors are known to carry a
heavy courseload. . . but how do you ex
plain a double Biology/Chemistry major?
Born in Buffalo, New York and raised in
San Diego, Bob has accomplished the
following during his active four years at
USD: Biology Club Vice President, Cam
pus Ministry Sunday Night Folk Group
Leader, Honors Program, Student Rep
resentative to the Honors Committee,
Who's Who in American Colleges and

Universities, Dean's List (ALL 8
semesters), National Science Foundation
Pre-doctoral Fellowship (Honorable Men
tion List), Western Assoc. of HardWorking Zoology Undergraduates
(WAHZU), Baja Research Team, labor
atory research with Dr. L. Burnett: 2 jour
nal publications, 3 abstracts, student sti
pend from Research Corporation, USD
Choir and Vocal Ensemble/Board Mem
ber, Retreat Team. As if he wasn't busy
enough with studies, he worked at Baskin
Robbin's, Harbor House and did summer
research at the lab of Dr. Burnett, Bamifel
Marine Station (British Columbia),
University of Puget Sound. Off-campus,
Bob was a big part of St. Catherine
Laboure's Music Ministry. Bob's future
was decided when he was accepted with a
fellowship to the University of Massa
chusetts, Amherst. He will enter the Ph.D.
program in the department of zoology. His
favorite memory is "meeting my wife Doris
at a Campus Ministry Retreat and first
dating her at a Fool Your Roommate
Dance. . . thanks to Aileen." Much love is
extended to his wife, Doris and his
daughter Ann Marie, his family and
friends who filled his life with so much joy.
(If the name sounds familiar, it's because
Dad is a professor in the School of Educa
tion.)

Monie Captan

Aileen Kelly

vorite memories are "Sucucum, I feel for
you. . .Tell me a story Daddy. . .I'm so ex
cited ... Bid. .. Are we good or what?
O-Team '84 M.P. Thanks! I love ya! Genzel.

Bret Campbell

Her major is Business Administration.
Her minor is French (oooolala). Her
hometown is none other than the beauti
ful town of Carmel, California. She is a lit
tle quiet, yet so full of energy. Give her a
guitar and she goes at it. Ask her some
questions and you have a friend. This is
Aileen. She is an RA in Camino/Founders halls. She has also participated in in
tercollegiate Softball, intramural floor hoc
key and Softball, Campus Ministry as Mu
sician and Retreat Leader. Her giving na
ture and spirit throughout the residence
halls and on campus makes her a qualify
ing candidate for this award. Her plans for
the future entail owning her own hotel on
the French Riviera (can others visit?). "A
night at the Alamo with Marty Glen and
Scum Bag" makes her favorite USD mem
ory thus far. Maybe next year, the action
will improve.

Kathy Genzel

This is the man who has taken charge of
our money. . . and. . . well... I think he's
somewhere in the tropics now. Bret, an
Accounting major from Fullerton, Cali
fornia has done a splendid job with the
ASB budget this year as ASB Secretary of
Finance. During the past four years at
USD, he has also acted as Assistant Con
troller and member of the Budget Com
mittee, Phi Kappa Theta Treasurer, Alum
ni Chairperson, and was recently sworn in
as President. He has been a member of the
Orientation Team, Accounting Society,
Ensenada Fishing Club and has been ac
tive in Intramurals. He has worked
through college in the admissions office as
Director of Tours. Bret's plans are to re
turn to USD. in the fall, obtain his CPA
and wear a three-piece suit (the press will
be there!), father six kids and the clergy is
still a possibility. His favorite memory is
"not being able to find my watch in my
room for three months even with its alarm
going off once a day." Friends think that
he could come up with a better one than
that! His final words for this final issue of
the final Vista is "MAY THE MAD
SCREAMER LIVE FOREVER."

Steve Poltz
Monie has made his impression on USD.
He came to us from Liberia. Monrovia to
be exact. He is a Political Science major
with a minor in Philisophy. During his
four years here, Monie has accomplished
the following: International Students Or
ganization President, Pi Sigma Alpha
Political Science Honor Society member,
Kappa Gamma Pi National Catholic Hon
or Society member, Orientation Board
member, Student Development/Mentor
Program, Dean's List, Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges &. Univer
sities, Cultural Arts Director and Student
Representative to the Commencement
Committee. Monie also received honors
from the Political Science department.
Off-campus, he is a member of the World
Affairs Council of San Diego, and Vice
President of the California International
Students Assoc. Future plans include a
career in diplomacy and he is interested in
third world development research. Sum
mer school will be spent at Fletcher
School of Law &. Diplomacy in Massachu
setts. After completion of studies, he will
return to Liberia. Monie's favorite
memory was Orientation Week—especial
ly collating about 16 sheets in over 1200
packets.

Kathy is an English major with a minor in
Speech. She comes to us from Orange
County, California. She can be most re
membered for her undying enthusiasm for
freshmen and transfers during Orienta
tions 1982-85. This year, she served as
chairperson. She has also been active with
Campus Ministry programs where she was
placed for work-study four years ago.She
has contributed to USD in the following
areas: Retreats, retreats and retreats, Proj
ect '85, Student Alumni Assoc., Student
Development/Mentor Program, Writing
Clinic, Literature Club, Lark Committee,
and has worked with the alumni with ac
tivities. She wrapped up her college career
with an internship with a public relations
firm and has future goals to marry Skip
Walsh and bear his children (whaaaat?).
Her immediate goals involve finding a
man with a hammer and breaking the
glass. (I think she wants/needs OUT!) Fa-

His favorite memory is the "one night I
didn't go to the library and went partying
instead." No one who knows Steve Poltz
can actually believe that one! Steve is a
Political Science major with a minor in
Business. He could be heard in the halls of
Founders, in the Mission Crossroads, off
the Bahia balconies, in the Chapel, in
Camino Theater, on Julian Mountain,
and elsewhere playing his guitar and sing
ing tunes like no one else can during these

(continued on pg. 7)
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Steve Poltz y cont.
past few years. His activities modestly in
clude: volleyball, guitar and beer-guzzling,
more beer-guzzling, volleyball and guitar. I
think he's forgotten the many retreats and
other stuff. Oh well, that's Steve. While in
college, his jobs included playing his
guitar, working at the Sports Center and
bartending. Future plans include becom
ing a professional participant in the Cuer
vo Beach Volleyball Circuit, bartending
when not competing and playing his gui
tar on the side when not doing any of the
above. After two years, he plans to
become an assistant to Sandinista Presi
dent Daniel Ortega. Steve's favorite fan
tasy is to become a priest with Pablo. (?)
P.S. "I owe it all to Joe Masar."

Carmela Carr

This woman originated in Costa Mesa,
California and is now a Diversified Liberal
Arts major. She is one to be seen behind
the scene (or is it "screen"?) as her con
tributions have been with the ASB Film
Forum these past few years. She acted as
director of the successful program this year
and also remained active with Campus
Ministry as a server, sacristan and special
minister. She was a member of the Orien
tation Team in 1983 and will step in as
chairperson for the upcoming Orientation
'85. While working as a work-study in the
history department and a caterer in
DeSales, Carmela was also active with the
Student Development/Mentor Program,
R.C.I.A. on the Liturgical Committee,
and played intramural soccer. She plans to
go on to graduate school after graduation,
and to do work in Student Personnel. Her
fondest memory is "going to La Jolla
Shores one Saturday night and watching a
friend get 'eaten' by the ocean!!!"

Kathleen
Schwarzkopf

Straight from Phoenix, Arizona carne this
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Accounting major. After graduation, she
will return to Phoenix where she will start
her career with Arthur Anderson. While
at USD, Kathleen has contributed to
these areas of student activity: RA in
valley housing, Alpha Kappa Psi Business
Fraternity President, Beta Alpha Psi
Honorary Account Fraternity, Inter
collegiate Softball, Phi Kappa Theta Little
Sister/Vice President, Orientation Team,
Accounting Society, ASB Budget Com
mittee, Campus Ministry Senior Retreat
Leader, Intramurals (softball, floor hock
ey), Project '85, ICC Representative and
she was Emily Schell's roommate. She was
honored with a USD Scholarship, Presi
dential Service Award for AKPsi, Who's
Who Among American Colleges &. Uni
versities, Dean's List, Most Valuable
Member for AKPsi, Bishop Maher Leader
ship Scholarship, American Society of
Women Accountant-Certificate of
Achievement, Western Savings College
Scholarship Program-Certificate of Merit.
This woman has progressed from a 5-year
soda jerk to a starting position with Ar
thur Anderson. Favorite memory? "Get
ting ready for a barbeque after sneaking
through the Old Missions stealing char
coal then finally barbequing on the
balcony of the New Missions and almost
barbequing the whole building." (KATH
LEEN!!) A future goal, the future goal is to
have a seat of honor at Matt Sheahan's or
dination.

Mary Leingang

This woman is a Mathematics major.
There aren't many, but she's done it. She
is from Huntington Beach, California and
is well-known for her role as RA in the
valley housing. She has also been: Alcala
Women's Club President and Special
Events Coordinator, Campus Ministry
Retreat leader, Orientation Team and
Board, Student Representative to the
USD Constituent Relations Committee,
Welcoming Committee for Campus Min
istry R.C.I.A., Campus Ministry lector,
server and folk group singer, Phi Kappa
Theta Little Sister, Project '85, Social
Events Committee and also worked as a
math and writing center tutor for three
years. Mary joined the YMCA staff to in
struct gymnastics as well. Her future plans,
in brief, involve a trip to Europe this sum
mer, then a working career in systems
analysis, software engineering or related
fields for a computer science or engineer
ing firm. Eventually, she plans to return to
school for a teaching credential for high
school math. The study of Theology is al
so in her plans. Mary's favorite memories
here are: masses in Founder's Chapel, sit
ting around DeSales for hours having din
ner, special friends I've made here, and the
many sunsets over Mission Bay. PECAN
PRALINES AND CREAM is this one's
favorite!

D'arcy Denos

D'arcy is an International Relations and
History major. She's from Seal Beach,
California and still gets lost on her way
home. Her activities and contributions to
USD are wide and impressive. Among
them include: Secretary of Student Or
ganizations, ASB Program Board, Budget
Committee, Student Senate Member,
ICC Chairperson, Writing Center Senior
Student Coordinator and tutor, Pi Sigma
Alpha Treasurer and Vice President, Phi
Alpha Theta, Model United Nations Pres
ident, Political Science Society Founding
Member and Vice President, Circle K
Treasurer and Publicity Committee, ICC
Rep and Secretary, Literature Club
member, Pep Band President, Folk Group,
Mission Club, Women's Crew, and Intra
mural Sports. She was a USD representa
tive to the U.S. Naval Conference on
Foreign Affairs at Annapolis this year and
was nominated to Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges <St Univer
sities. She has been on the Dean's List and
received honors for Pi Sigma Alpha and
Phi Alpha Theta. Aside from campus af
fairs, D'arcy worked with the YMCA as a
volunteer and was an active Political Cam
paign Volunteer while assisting the
UCSD Model United Nations programs.
Employment while in college include sum
mers at Disneyland, and a commercial real
estate development office. Her favorite
memory is "being confirmed by the Bishop
and feeling the warmth and support of my
friends." She is considering grad school,
employment options and the Peace Corps
to fill the future. But best of all, her
favorite ice cream flavor is TRIPLE
CHOCOLATE FUDGE!

Avis Reinicke

There's no doubt that this lady has been
active and productive during her four
years at USD. Avis is a Political Science
major with a minor in Speech Communi
cations and Paralegal Studies. She is a
native San Diegan. Aside from being an
RA in the valley housing, she has been

President of the Student Alumni Assoc.,
on Varsity Crew, USD Constituent Rela
tions Committee, Campus Ministry Re
treat Leader, lector, server, R.C.I.A.,
Julian Echoes, OXFAM Committee, Se
nior Project '85, Senior Senator, Orienta
tion Team/Board, BAACHUS, Intra
murals (volleyball &. softball), Leadership
Program, Sigma Pi Little Sister, Com
muters in Action, Housing Appeal &. Ad
visory Board, Senior Outreach Pro
gram ... and was on the 1984 Homecom
ing Court. Honors include the dean's list,
Who's Who Among Students in Ameri
can Colleges &t Universities, Bob Hope
Leadership Scholarship, Bishop Maher
Leadership Scholarship, Outstanding
Senior Award. Avis serves as a Eucharistic
minister at Our Lady of the Sacred Heart
and works on various committees there.
She is also a volunteer for Child Abuse
Foundation, and held an internship for
the San Diego County Public Relations
and Legislative Analysis Dept. Another
internship was held at Pitcaithley <St Reina
Law Firm. After graduation, Avis will at
tend SDSU to obtain her master's degree
in Speech Communications. Her career
objective is Public Relations and she hopes
to live in the same town as the cadet
... someday. "Plus I'd like to increase the
number of my parents' grandchildren
... someday. My biggest memories include
a pre-homecoming party 1984, Spring
1984 Staff Dinner, Lake Tahoe Road Trip
Spring 1984 and Senior Retreat!
PEANUT BUTTER-N-CHOCOLATE
and, of course, COOKIES-'N'-CREAM
are her favorite flavors.

Anne Swanke

Anne is a double major in French and
Music. Her home is in San Carlos, Cali
fornia. Although she passed away last
November, she remains a living memory
to most of us. Professor and Mrs. Swanke
will be presented with Anne's diploma at
graduation on May 26th. Her contribu
tions to USD were not scarce. An active
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority sister, Anne was
Pledge Class President, Music Chairman
and ZTA's 1982 Homecoming Princess
nominee. She received awards for holding
the highest GPA of her pledge class. Anne
was very active in the drama and music
departments, performing in a number of
productions. She worked closely with the
Renew program at her home parish and
was in the USD Honors program. She was
nominated to Who's Who Among Stu
dents in American Colleges &. Univer
sities and the National Registry of Out
standing College Graduates.
Anne must have numerous memories of
USD because she seemed to enjoy all that
she did. Most of all, USD will carry
numerous fond memories of this beautiful
and contributing student.
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Jon Pace

.. .or something.. .Big "D".-.Chisel.. .O
Tearn... Nohoma... Passout. .. Albertos
.. .Cow Tipping.. .Happy Hours...
Genz, Gibbs, Petricca... Camel Hair
.. .The "EM" Squeeze (YOU ARE PER
VERTED, BOB!).. .Casino Night
... Reunite Wine.. . Pagan &. Farrah... R
U Loney?.. . Knotts. .. Gelare... & the
"Daz".

Rosemary Wolf

Jon is best known as our ASB President.
Aside from leading Senate meetings and
dealing with ASB matters, he could be
seen on the Rugby field. I know that Jon
has done more during his four years here,
and I know that he has a major and
hometown. Unfortunately, he has chosen
to keep such vital information a secret
from us. However, we will still honor him
as one of our Torero Top Carrots.

Bob Pascual

He may be quiet, but he's done an incredi
ble amount of work for this university.
The honor is appropriate for this English
major/Business Administration and
Speech Communications minor. Bob is
from Escondido, California and has been
active throughout the past three years in:
USD Board of Trustees Constituent Rela
tions, Orientation Team/Program Board,
ASB Election Committee Chairperson,
Associate Student Court Justice, Social
Events Committee, Student Senate, Sen
ate Greek Representative, Phi Kappa Theta National Fraternity Assistant Histor
ian, Little Sister Coordinator, Casino
Night Coordinator, DIAL Student Direc
tory Co-Editor, Student Alumni Associa
tion President, Phon-a-thon Chairperson,
Membership Chairperson, Senior Ban
quet Slideshow Coordinator (it was
GREAT!), Campus Ministry Lector,
Housing Advisory and Appeals Board,
USD Slideshow Coordinator, Project '86,
Alpha Delta Pi Big Brother, and Com
mencement Volunteer. Bob has received
awards for Rotary Leadership, Dean's List,
the Ahmanson Scholarship, and has more
to come. While in college, jobs ranged
from catering/bartending to USD Com
puter Camp Counseling. Memories? "Re
member? ... Awesome 3some... How R U?

Believe it or not... this man's father is ac
tually an opera singer. (Is that true?) From
Woodland Hills, California, this Political
Science major/History minor served this
year as ASB Secretary of Justice this year.
He also played Intercollegiate football, is a
founding father of Sigma Pi Fraternity, is
on the Intercollegiate Rifle Team, Rugby
Club and was a student justice on student
court. Working through college as a Santa
Monica Beach parking attendant and se
curity/doorman at the Silver Spigot,
Dante's future plans are to go on to law
school in the East, then get a job working
for one of the U.S. government's in
telligence agencies. The military remains
another possibility. His favorite memories
are "The wall in DeSales, and all the pain
ting we had to do because of it—right,
Dave? Also, being on national TV in 1983
for football vs. Occidental College."

Michael Wisniewski

Rosemary, from Fullerton, California, is a
Business Administration major and will
receive her minor in Spanish. Extracur
ricular activities may be considered
another major as her accomplishments
range from: intramurals, Orientation
Team/Program Board, Sophomore Class
Senator, Budget Committee Represen
tative, Panhellenic Vice President
/Secretary AND President, Junior Justice
for Student Court, Campus Ministry
Retreat Leader, Alpha Delta Pi Sorority
President, Student Leadership Mentor,
American Marketing Assoc. member,
ADPi Song/Spirit Chair to the USD
representative to NCCWSL in Wash
ington, D.C. She has received awards
such as the St. Catherine Medal and a
nomination to Who's Who in American
Universities and Colleges. While in col
lege, her jobs have been with USD's ASB
as secretary for three years and with
Abigail Abbott Temporaries, Inc. as an
executive secretary. Rosemary's future
plans include attending the USD program
in Guadalajara this summer, then staying
active throughout her senior year here.
After graduation, she hopes to travel to
Spain and pursue an internship in
marketing while practicing bilinguality.
USD has given Rosemary many favorite
memories... from formals to T.G.'s to
parties at M.B. and especially the special
sisterhoods of ADPI. Another year may
give her more memories to cherish.

F. Dante Sorianello

Also known as PKT's "Mr. Personality,"
Mike is a Biology major/Chemistry minor
from Costa Mesa, California. His accom
plishments are many, and his honors ap
propriate. Among them are: Phi Kappa
Theta President/Pledgemaster/Treasurer/
Social Chairman/Rush Chairman/Alum
ni Relations, Intrafraternity Rep, ASB
General Social Chairman, Program Board
Vice President, Budget Committee, ICC
Rep, Student Senate Executive Board,
Senior Retreat Leader, Campus Ministry
lector, Orientation Team/Board/Chairman, RA in DeSales, Who's Who Among
Students in American Colleges St Univer
sities, Paul Fitzpatrick Service Award,
Dean's List, Bob Hope Leadership Award,
Distinguished Greeks of America and
PKT Outstanding Leadership Award.
Mike's been busy! He has also been em
ployed in the Student Affairs office, Math
& Biology departments and library over
the years. His career begins in July when
he settles down at Electronic Data
Systems in San Mateo. Mike also hopes to
travel to every foreign and exotic land (ex
cept those that speak Spanish) in his
bright future. His favorite memories are of
fraternity parties and Spanish class. But
most of all, he says that he'll remember
"all the girls that hang around Anthony
and don't hang around Peter." HAAGEN
DAZ CHOCOLATE CHOCOLATE
CHIP is Mike's favorite flavor. His final
word is "Those who wish to send
chocolate chip cookies may do so c/o Stu
dent Affairs." (Thanks for doing
everything that you did so well, Mike!)

Pablo Mendoza

Pablo does more than ride his red bicycle
around. This History major and English
minor, born in San Diego, has con
tributed in the following areas of USD:
ASB Secretary of Communications and
Director of Sign Shop, Orientation Team/
Program Board, Phi Alpha Theta History
Honor Society, Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law
Society, College Republicans Historian
and Secretary, ADPI Big Brother, Student
Development/Mentor, Campus Ministry
everything, Alcala Yearbook staff, VISTA
newspaper staff, Commuters In Action
Club Advisor, President and Secretary,
USD Symphony Orchestra, USD Choir
and USD Vocal Ensemble. Off-Campus,
Pablo shared his talents and time with
Our Mother of Confidence Parish CCD
Program and Folk Group, and the UCSD
Catholic Community Folk Group. During
his college days, employment was found at
13-30 Corporation, University City Florist
and Streicher's Shoe Store Chain. As for
the future, Pablo hopes to continue studies
of Chinese culture and language at
another institution. He plans to possibly
work for some small newspaper
(VISTA???) in California. Visiting China
and Japan are dreams as well as becoming
a priest and getting married (but, wait...),
having children, leasing the world trade
center and publishing a book of poetry
and photography. Pablo's favorite
memory is of the performance of the Pas
sion according to St. Mark by the USD
Choir in 1983. STRAWBERRY ice cream
is his favorite.

Joanne Picerno

Joanne has remained a visible figure on
campus during the four years she's en
joyed USD. She is presently an RA in the
Valley housing, and she has been active
in: Alcala Women's Club, Orientation
Team/Board, Resident Activity Board, Psi
Chi Psychology Honor Society, Kappa
Gamma Pi Catholic Honor Society and

(continued on pg. 9)
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Joanne Picerno cont.
was a Writing Center Tutor. She lived in
the Special Interest Living Area for a year,
and was honored on the Dean's List and
Who's Who Among Students in Ameri
can Colleges &. Universities. Joanne
worked as a volunteer crisis interven
tionist for the Suicide Hotline, and also
spent 4 years in the Financial Aid Office
as a loan &. grant analyst. Joanne will
finally realize her dream of living in the
men's residence hall of DeSales, under the
pretense of Summer Conference Coor
dinator after graduation. More future
plans include "After a trip around the
world by moped (and a visit to Aileen Kel
ly's hotel on the French Riviera), I will set
tle down to obtain a Ph.D. in something
in order to be a consultant to some cor
poration and to write a best seller entitled
"Still Searching for Excellence—(or Any
thing Similar)." Her favorite memories are
"all the fun with Ann, D'arcy, Rosemary,
Jayne & Co. (trips to T.J., air guitar con
certs, GQ men, oil slick rainbows in Seal
Beach)." Oh yeah—and she's a Psychology
major/Business minor from Phoenix,
Arizona.

Johnny "Mac"
McDonald

podium before class, squirting fake
mustard at Dr. Williamson and carrying
his famed (famed?) rubber chicken to class.
DR. PEPPER is his favorite (ice cream)?

Rollie Mullen

If you were in ASB and ever needed
you could count on this woman
for help. She served as ASB Secretary of
Student Services this year and did an out
standing job at that. Rollie is an English
major with a minor in Business. She is
from Moraga, California, and has added
to USD in these areas: Alcala Women's
Club, Resident Activity Board, Orienta
tion Team, Physical Plant Advisory Com
mittee, Retreat Leader, Sigma Pi Little
Sisters, Senior Outreach, and will join the
valley RA crew next fall. She works in
catering and is a Writing Center Tutor.
As for plans, "Ideally, I'd love to graduate!
Then move home and work in San Fran
cisco and someday get married, then start
a family. Rollie's favorite memories over a
3-year period are: Get-Away-Weekend, Jai
Alai Trips, Casa V's happy hour, Spring
Ball '83 and Sigma Pi Halloween Bash.
anything,

Anthony Reuss

Nancy Titcombe
Photo not Available
If you're looking for a cheery smile—direct
your attention Nancy's way. She's from
Lakewood, Colorado and will graduate
next Spring with a major in English/
minors in Political Science and
Philosophy. She is presently an RA in
Founders Hall, and has contributed to
USD in these areas: Alpha Delta Pi
Sorority Scholarship Chairperson/Song
Chairperson/Vice President/Pledge
Educator/Panhellenic Rep/Rush Counse
lor, Alcala Women's Club, Phi Kappa
Theta Little Sisters, ASB Program
Board/RA rep, ASB Election Committee,
Intramurals (soccer, Softball, floor
hockey), Campus Ministry, Senior
Citizens Outreach and Student Develop
ment/Mentor Program. She has worked
through college in USD Food Service and
Catering. After USD, Nancy plans to at
tend law school, own her own law firm,
get married, raise a family and eventually
serve as a justice on the U.S. Supreme
Court while at the same time owning a
chain of Bennigans. (Whew!) Her favorite
memories are those involving the
Camino/Founders RA staff: "Aileen Kel
ly's 21st Birthday Bash was a 'wait! wait!
Don't tell me!' fantastic time with good
friends, food, margaritas and fun! Also,
memories of the Airport Welcoming Com
mittee for our friend, Tonka; not to men
tion ADPi's favorite pal, John, from Rush
workshops; grocery shopping with Stevo;
Grand Slams at the "Big D;" those Dolls
on Duchesne Hall; and finally the opening
of Bennigan's in San Diego, all of which
are definite highlights!" (Thanks, Myrtle!)

Katie O y Rourke
Photo not Available

Here's an interesting fellow. They call him
Johnny Mac. He was born in Roswell,
New Mexico, but raised in Denver, Col
orado. Johnny Mac hopes to graduate
next year with an English major/
Philosophy minor. As for extra-curricular
activities and stuff, he was President of the
Johnny Mac Fan Club (where's
Arian?!'*!), Retreat Leader, Orientation
Team enthusiast, Writing Center Tutor,
Campus Ministry support group leader,
Video Jockey, M.C. for "Roommate
Game," the "Fr. Mullen Roast," and "A
Night in Atlantic City" Casino Night.
Not only does he go to his classes, but
Johnny Mac was involved with "beach
ministry," led music at the National
Catholic Conference in Anaheim, lived
with Steve Zappone, helped with the 1st
Annual University Students Dance-AThon, and has been in the spotlight of
many USD "Coffee House" appearances.
He will return next fall as an RA in the
valley. "I have no real plans set after
graduation next year," says Johnny Mac.
"I do want to buy a Harley Davidson and
see America like Fr. Mullen did. I plan to
enter Fuller Theological Seminary,
however. But from there, things begin to
get a little cloudy. Who knows, I may even
run for President." His fond memories in
clude: living in "Hotel Hell"—DeSales
Hall, jumping off the high dive in his Blues
Brother suit, living with Steve Zappone,
putting plastic ants on Dr. Dempsey's

The name has been seen splattered or. the
sports pages of many-a-newspaper, and
now this Political Science major/English
minor is ready to graduate. Anthony is
from El Cajon, California. Four years of
dedication to the USD Torero basketball
team has earned him the 1985 MVP
Award and Award for Academic Excel
lence. The West Coast Athletic Con
ference also honored him as All-Confer
ence and All-Academic for the past two
years. Anthony is also a member of Pi
Sigma Alpha Political Science Honors
Fraternity. Anthony's future includes
plans to play professional basketball in
Europe for a year "or so." He leaves midAugust for Germany. Of course, his favor
ite memory is of the memorable WCAC
Championship game against St. Mary's.
Also, going to Philadelphia to play in the
1984 NCAA tournament. Lotsa luck to
you, Anthony!

Emily Schell

Not many things come from the town of
Hanford, California. But USD was blessed
with something special in the form of one
Katie O. If you've heard the term "Peace,
Love and Katie O," you've heard of this
History/Education major. She is known
for her role as RA in Founders Hall and
would like to be forgotten for her roasting
of Fr. O.J. Mullen. Her active life at USD
these past four years includes: two years
on the USD swim team, a member of the
Housing Advisory &. Appeals Board, lec
tor, server, folkgroup singer, Senior Re
treat Leader (great slides!) and R.C.I.A.
member of Campus Ministry, Spirit Com
mittee Chairperson, Program Board, Phi
Kappa Theta Little Sister-Pledge Presi
dent, Sergeant at Arms, Assistant Social
Chairperson, Campus Tour Guide, Intra
murals (floor hockey, H2O Polo, softball,
referee), Summer Swim <Sc Water Polo in
structor, and (you're gonna admit this?!)
Barkmen Dating Game Participant (SHE
DIDN'T WIN). While at USD, her jobs in
cluded catering, swim instructor, liteguard, swim coach and sales clerk. Katie's
future remains at USD for graduate school
where she will receive a master of Arts N.
Teaching. She will also work as a lifeguard
and swim instructor at the La Jolla Conn
try Club. Favorite memory? "Sophomore
year: Susan, what fire alarm? Is the grass
green or is it just growing? Party down!
Have a nice day!" Thanks, Mr. and Mrs.
O.

After 29 profiles, I'm a little hesitant to
write my own. I swear—this is the last
thing I'll do for the VISTA! Okay, here's
me: I'm all the way from San Diego.
Graduation with a major in Diversified
Liberal Arts/minor in English cannot
come soon enough. I have packed my col
lege days with excitement in these areas:
VISTA Editor-in-Chief, Sports Editor &.
San Diego Scene Editor, Mission Club
President, Campus Ministry lector, folk
group, retreat leader, OXFAM, Julian
Echoes, Phi Kappa Theta Little Sisters,
Election Committee, ICC rep, Mallet
Assoc, President, Leadership Program,
Student Development Transcript/Mentor
Program, Orientation Team/Board, In
tramurals, San Diego Field Hockey
Assoc., S.H.A.R.E., San Diego Vocations
Program, Sonshine Summer at Holy Fami
ly and longtime friend of Cathleen Ryan. I
have been honored with Who's Who
Among Students in American Colleges &
Universities, Torero Top 30, Dean's List,
Copley Journalism Scholarship, USD
Honors Scholarship, SD County Citizens
Foundation Scholarship and also honored
as your 1984 Homecoming Queen. I have
worked my way all through college in the
Loan Collections Dept., Student Affairs,
Catering, Summer Conference Coordina
ting, at Family Fitness Centers, Mon
Amie dans la cuisine, CIC Research and
with varied writing/typing projects. I'm
tired, yet satisfied with my college ex
perience. Among my favorite memoirs
are: working in LC and waiting for a par
ticular mailman to come in; Hosting the
Irish Olympians, apartment dinners/
wrestling/fun; attacking Triscuit's care
packages, escaping to Michigan; yogurt &.
ice cream runs; brotherly love &. true sup
port from the Phi Kapps' scooting; pic
tures; Leen &. the roommies ("We Won!")
and, of course, being crowned and toasted
(Diet Coke?). My future includes Summer
Conf. substitute teaching and North
western Univ. in January for a master's in
Journalism &. clear teaching credential.
Then it'll be some fortunate newspaper/
magazine, teaching in China, missionary
work in Africa, a family in San Diego and
books to be written. Maybe I'll open a
Christian Ice Cream Parlor. Many thanks
to God for the blessings He's bestowed
upon me with so many of you here at
USD. My favorite is JAMOCHA AL
MOND FUDGE on a raft in Port Huron!
Adieu.... P.S. If it's worth it—it won't
come easy.
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Entertainment
The Boys Are Simply Beachm'

Mike Love

A1Jardine

By Scott Stevens
Acting Editor
An excellent baseball game wasn't all
that fans were treated to at Jack Murphy
Stadium last Sunday. Following a 5-3 vic
tory by the Padres over the rival Chicago
Cubs, crowds thrilled to the classic rock
tunes of the legendary Beach Boys.
The opening acts for the Beach Boys,
though they certainly had the virtue of be
ing different, probably left quite a bit to be
desired. First out, cheerleaders from nearly
every high school in San Diego County
entered the field to entertain the crowds
while the band's equipment was being set
up. They were cute, but had no pre-plan
ned dance routines and hence, ended up
standing in a large circle and for the most
part clapping their hands. However, in
case anyone became bored with the cheer
leaders, there were also frisbee-catching
dogs on the field who seemed to have an
average of caught frisbees about as good as
LeMar Hoyt's batting average (i.e. .000).
If one got through the 20-minute wait of
clumsy dogs and unorganized cheerleaders
(admittedly, I found this a convenient
time to go and grab a hot dog. The lines
were terribly long) they were met with the
equally unprofessional but much more en
tertaining San Diego Geriatric Surf Team.

THE FAR SIDE

Brian Wilson

The "team" consisted of about 20 people
simulating various "wipe-outs" through
the use of semi-dance and a few surf
boards. All the while fake seagulls tied to
strings soared peacefully over their heads.
The event improved tremendously with
the entrance of the Beach Boys, or should
I say with the Beach Boys' first number.
Neither myself nor my companion noticed
them enter. We must have been dozing. ..
ZZZzzz Opening with their hit song "Cali
fornia Girls," the group had the crowd on
their feet from the very start, performing
their hit single as no one else can (sorry,
David Lee Roth).
The music, as with the excitement, got
better and better. The sound in the stadi
um left a little to be desired, but was better
than I expected. Having seats way up in
the nose-bleed special upper deck, I could
barely see the band, but the stadium's new
giant screen scoreboard settled any curiosi
ties about the appearance of the band, as it
zoomed in from at least eight different cam
era angles, as well as panning fellow specta
tors. The band reached a finale and did
three encores, including the classics "Good
Vibrations" and "Barbara Ann." I very
much enjoyed their entire performance.
Perhaps the most entertaining aspect of
the afternoon, however, was watching the

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

Carl Wilson

Bruce Johnston

various spectators seated around me. Sta
dium beer takes its toll sufficiently on fans
during the game, but with a two-hour con
cert added on top of the baseball, there
were quite a few people who lost their in
hibitions, as well as their balance in my
section. Two farmer-type men with casts
on each of their left arms provided a good
deal of humor. Between giving each other
"high fives" with their fractured apendages (ouch!) and seeing to it that an
equally inebriated gentleman in front of
them toppled several rows down, rolling
over at least 20 people, I was rolling with
laughter at their alcohol-induced antics.
The one who takes the cake, however, has
to be the Vietnam veteran who sat a row
in front of me and a few seats to the right.

After entreating upon my companion and
myself to dance "The Monkey" with him,
showing us his "BS Guitar" routine, and
finally concluding that we were either
Mormons or full of something which I
cannot mention here, the long-haired gen
tleman unbuttoned his shirt and stumbled
down a few rows to make his presence
known to a young woman whose boy
friend had just left for a hot dog. There
was no ensuing struggle.
Despite the "interesting" company, the
45-minute wait for parking, and the 30minute wait for leaving, the concert was
great. The Beach Boys' music is timeless!
RATING: A
P.S. Thanks for being so patient, Jennifer,
better seats next time, I promise!

Attention Video Dance-Night Winners!

ALBUMS ARE IN
Bring letter t o Student Affairs

No Letter—No Album

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

© 1985 Universal Press Syndicate

The third mosi common cause of forest fires.

Ginger decides to take out Mrs. Talbot's
flower bed once and tor all.
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Entertainment
Angel City Sucks

Let's Party!!!

By the Unknown Party Animal
Staff W r i t e r

As usual, Mission Beach was a ma
jor center of activity and produced at
least three parties Friday evening.
Some weekend evenings you can't
find a party if your life depended on
it. Then this happens!
*

*

*

San Jose Ct. Hawaiian Luau Party—
A predominently- USD student at
tended gathering, the luau party kept
getting better as the night progressed.
Even though the keg had to be moved
from the rear of the house to the front
because of a complaining neighbor.
Tim Rawley was present (when ever
there's a party at this place, he's there)
and was proudly showing off a white
sheet hanging on a wall with numer
ous sayings written on it. Rawley liked
the "Denver Nuggets Rule" line best,
which he no doubt wrote himself. Per
sonally, I liked the line "Remember
Pearl Harbor next time you eat Ital
ian."
Most people were wearing plastic
leis and Hawaiian shirts in concor
dance with the theme. I must apolo
gize for not coming in any such atire.
The only things I have from Hawaii
are photos from nine and thirteen
years ago.
*

*

*

Rockaway Free For AH—Only one
court away from the San Jose Ct. par
ty was a party on Rockaway Ct. Most
of the people at this party were either
State students or people in the 30- to
40-year age bracket. But as the night
continued, the party picked up other
kinds of people. Like a carload of Uni
versity City High School girls.
1 kept returning to this party from
the San Jose Ct. party because there
was practically no line to the keg and
the beer was colder. One of the UCHS
girls told me there was a party on Man
hattan Ct. ...on the road again....
*
*
*
Lido/Liverpool Bosk—Well, not ex
actly a bash, but a party just the same.
As it turned out, the party was not on
Manhattan Ct., but on Oceanfront
Walk between Lido and Liverpool
courts. And this was one long walk.
This was a very spread-out party; peo
ple in different apartments, sitting on
walls and benches, around a fire pit on
the beach, etc. It didn't seem as much
fun as San Jose Ct., so I returned.
The luau party had grown during my
absence. Then suddenly, I realized I

didn't have my wallet. I went home and
thankfully found it on an end table.
I ended up at my neighbor's apart
ment watching the end of the Tonight
Show. I wish David Letterman was on
Fridays.
*

*

*

Tenth Annual Pacific Beach Block Party
—I remember when they moved this
celebration from Garnet Ave. between
Cass St. and Mission Blvd. to Garnet
Ave. between Mission Blvd. and Crys
tal Pier and also along Oceanfront
Walk. I didn't like the move too much
because I enjoyed how the shops along
Garnet participated. Well, this year
they moved it again and, believe me,
this was the worst year yet. The block
party was moved to Gresham St. be
tween Felspar and Diamond streets.
Plus there were several booths in the
neighboring P.B. Recreation Center.
Without the beach atmosphere the P.B.
Block Party became an overblown artsand-crafts yard sale with food.
Since the block party was now in a
much less busy section of P.B. than it
used to be, there were also a lot fewer
people. And without the hustle and
bustle, it was boring. If they're smart, the
P.B. Town council will move it back.
*

*

*

And now for the unmasking. Ac
tually, it can't be too hard to guess
who the Unknown Party Animal is.
It's me, Arian Collins, editor of this
section. The same guy who joined the
Vista staff in spring 1983 and wrote
letters to the editor concerning the
learning Immaculata as a sign that
USD was turning Socialist. The same
guy who was the subject of the Arian
Collins Fan Club articles and letters
that graced this periodical last year.
The same guy who began the Vista's
humor section also last year. The same
guy who brought Gary Larson's "Far
Side" cartoons to the Vista. The same
guy who was runner-up in the CrossCampus Golf Tournament last semes
ter, and the creator of Hostile Man who
came to prominence this semester.
I'm leaving the Vista staff after this
year and won't be returning. I'd like
to take this opportunity to thank ev
eryone who has written for my sec
tion these past two years, and likewise
thank other staff writers who've help
ed me in one way or another.
Now for those of you who are rejoi
cing over my departure, don't think
you've heard the last of me. I always
have something up my sleeve.

By John Schlegel
Sports E d i t o r
Mick Jagger, Bon Scott, and Iggy Pop all
have very distinctive voices and, to vary
ing degrees, are popular, but what do you
think they would sound like all singing at
the same time?
If you are interested in finding out, then
you might want to pick up a copy of Angel
City's newest LP, Two Minute Warning,
with Doc Neeson on overwhelming vo
cals. One listen to the album and I was
convinced that I'd rather not have those
three voices coming out of the same
mouth at the same time.
Neeson's deep, scratchy screams do go
well with Angel City's almost indiscriminable music, though. The lyrics, while they

try to make some points, use the trite gore
already heard from other HM bands:
"Great Mabel(?) vomited and it sounded
like freedom/ She coughed and it sounded
like justice." One song blends into another
with endless power chords leading along
the relentless 1-2 drum beat.
The two almosts on the album, "Under
ground" and "small Price," do have the
same problems, but stand out as being a
bit more inventive and comprehensible.
Both have gotten some airplay, and they
both highlight Neeson's vocals positively.
And the songs come off in a way in which
the voice nor the music is as nauseatingly
conflicting as in the rest of the album.
Two Minute Warning has a couple of
near misses, but the group blares the idea
off the mark, so it gets a D.

Coming Concerts
May 16—John May all and the Bluesbreakers will perform classic blues at the
Belly Up Tavern.
May 20—Joan Armatrading can be seen
performing at the Spreckles Theatre,
downtown.
May 24 & 25—Little River Band (calling
themselves LRB as of late) will play at
Humphrey's on Shelter Island.
May 30—Jimmy Buffet can be seen at
the San Diego State University Open-Air
Amphitheatre.
May 31— America, who were at their
commercial peak in the early 1970s, will be
at Shelter Island's Humphrey's.
June 1—David Brenner will bring his latest
stand-up comedy routine to Humphrey's.
June 27—The legendary Ray Charles will
also perform at Humphrey's.
July 9—Tears for Fears will make their
second appearance in San Diego at
SDSU's Open-Air Amphitheatre.
July 13—We'll see just how much Randy
Newman loves S.D. when he performs

here at the SDSU Amphitheatre.
August 8—Reggae artists UB40 will be at
the SDSU Open-Air Amphitheatre as
well (these State people really book in ad
vance, don't they?).
September 7—Dire Straits returns to the
touring circuit after a long leave of absence
and will perform in this city at the, you
guessed it, SDSU Amphitheatre.

Self-Storage for Summer Break
No Deposit
Daily Pro Rate For Students
Lock-It Lockers
Mission Valley
1560 Frazee Road
San Diego, CA 92108

Casual.
Comfortable.
ELIAS
HAIR
DESIGN
a full service salon
7608 Linda Vista Rd.
(Mesa College Dr. & 163)

Kearny Mesa

Street Festival's
Hap'nin'
The 1st annual Belmont Shore Interna
tional Street Festival features over 200 en
tertainers, exotic costumes, cultural dis
plays and delicious ethnic cuisine from
over 30 different countries, 150 arts-andcrafts booths, and 15 beverage booths.
Spectators can enjoy the festival from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday
on the streets in Belmont Shore.
The major sponsor and organizer of the

festival is the Belmont Shore Business As
sociation, Shoreline Beverage Co., I.C.C.
Committee, I.D.M., The Long Beach Re
creation Department and the Press-Tele
gram.
Belmont Shore is located 2Vi miles east
of downtown Long Beach, situated 1
block from the beaches, and in the heart
of Belmont Shore are more than 125 fine
retail shops, restaurants and bars.

(619) 291-4362

268-8865
New salon
(formerly La Jolla Cutting Co.)
737 Pearl St., La Jolla

La Jolla

456-1170
Precision style cuts (or women $13 (reg. $18) men $10 (reg. $15)
Highlighting (foil weaving) starting at $25 (reg. $45 and up)
Directional perms $25 (reg. $40) • Cellophane $15 (reg. $25)
(Long hair extra)
Facial $28 (reg. $35) • Body wraps $35 (reg. $45)
Vi leg wax special $12 (reg. $15)
Exp. June 30, 1985

Tips and acrylics or wraps ($15 off) • Manicure and pedicure combo ($5 off)
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San Diego Scene
Serra Museum

The Other Tower On The Other Hill

By Andrea C. Zinko
Staff Writer

High on a hill directly across Mission
Valley, is a structure equal to the immaculata in height. It is also of Spanish archi
tecture, the white tower rising from the
tops of the trees with the California Bear
weathervane moving slowly in the breeze.
This is the Junipero Serra Museum on Pre
sidio Hill.
The museum is a memorial of sorts to
Father Junipero Serra, a Franciscan monk
who, after the expulsion of the Jesuits
from the New World, was sent to occupy
the missions in Baja California and to set
tle Alta California in the name of Spain.
He and other monks, military men and la
borers landed in what would become San
Diego's harbor July 1, 1769. Men were sent
out to find a suitable place for the mission
and the presidio (Spanish for military
fort). A site that would eventually become
Presidio Hill was chosen, and a temporary
chapel was built and blessed on July 16.
One thing to remember, San Diego Bay
came in farther than it does today. Ac
cording to maps, reports, and other gov
ernment documents circa 1940s, Lind
bergh Field, Barnett Avenue, the Marine
base, and part of the old Convair plant us
ed to be water and sand. These areas were
filled in as a result of a Works Progress Ad
ministration (WPA) project, in order to
give San Diego more room to work with.
At the same time, Mission Bay was redone
and two islands were created, as well as re
designing the land as it is today.
Now, back to the story.
Problems arose at once. Indians watched
them, but none came forward for baptism.
Supplies were beginning to become ration
ed. Father Serra was told to abandon his
quest, but he said to have faith, pray, and

maybe something, some miracle will hap
pen. He was rewarded with the arrival of
the San Antonio, carrying supplies and
men to the tiny outpost.
Buildings were constructed, and Indians
started trickling in to be baptized. Father
Serra's work was not in vain, it seemed.
Soon he became a little disgruntled at the
treatment he was receiving with the pre
sidio so close at hand, so he put out an or
der to move the mission inland, to be
". . .free of the secular arm, and closer to
its new highly developed agricultural ac
tivities, and to its wards, the neophyte In
dians." San Diego was his first mission
project, and it was not without problems
during his lifetime.
In 1913 the original cross that Father
Serra had planted was replaced with an
other one that is covered with tiles from
the old mission. In 1929, 160 years after
Serra's dedication of the mission, a cere
mony took place on Presidio Hill. This
ceremony was to dedicate a mission-style
building, designed by architect Templeton
Johnson and built with funds from George
White Marston, one of the city's foremost
citizens and department-store owner.
(Broadway Dept. Stores bought out Marston's in the 1960s.)
The museum was built for a simple rea
son: the brand new San Diego Historical
Society, created by him one year earlier. It
was not only to be a museum portraying
California's and San Diego's early history,
it was also to house the offices of the socie
ty and their fledgling library. He turned it
over to the city to maintain in the 1930s.
Inside the museum are many different
types of exhibits. Pieces of Marston's
Spanish furniture collection are on the
main floor, as are other exhibits on Serra,
his birthplace [Mallorca, Spain], and ex

Congratulations!!

New Vista Editors
Editor
Scott Stevens
Associate Editor
To Be Announced
Sports Editor
John Schlegel
Entertainment Editor
Dawn Gallagher
San Diego Scene Editor . .To Be Announced
Humor Editor
Kevin Aylward
ASB/Greek Editor
Paul Garson
Business Manager
Kevin Aylward
Photography Editor
Mike Gottluh

Good Luck Next Year!

hibits on the history of Presidio Hill and
Fort Stockton (the old Spanish fort), and
the excavations on the hill. The excava
tions were started in 1965 by USD and the
San Diego Historical Society to locate the
original site of the Royal Presidio. Among
those who have worked there are two of
our own, Dr. Ray Brandes, dean of Grad
uate and Continuing Ed and Dr. James R.
Moriarty III, professor of history. Mesa
College took over the digging five years
ago.
The tower is accessible, and the view
from each level is breathtaking. At the top
one can look over and see a little of what's
going on on top of the mesa holding USD.
Looking down, Interstate 5, Hotel Circle
and Fashion Valley in the distance take
on a different view than when one is on it
or looking at it from USD.
Located on the hill are other interesting
items. Right down the hill are two statues;
a monk and an indian, both done by
sculptor Arthur Putnam on commision by
E.W. Scripps, and later acquired by the
San Diego Historical Society. Across the
parking lot is a building housing the Pattie
Memorial, named for Sylvester and his
son James Ohio Pattie, who were trappers

Chocoholic Fantasy
To Be Held
Celebrating their third successful year,
UAI Productions presents the chocolate
lovers' fantasy weekend, "A Salute to
Chocolate III," at the Los Angeles Con
vention Center on June 7, 8 and 9, Friday Sunday. This year's event will include a
national and international sampling ex
travaganza of chocolate featuring over 60
chocolatiers, along with seminars and de
monstrations.
Known as the finest chocolate event of
its kind, last year's festival was attended by
25,000 chocoholics. As an added attrac
tion this year, the festival will present a
"Chocolate Culinary Competition" fea
turing a gallery of chocolate displays, co
coa paintings and chocolate sculptures
created by over 100 of the world's finest
chefs competing for top honors.
Daily auctions and exhibitor contests
will be held to benefit Childhelp USA, a
national organization for the prevention
of child abuse, research and the care and
treatment of abused and neglected chil
dren.
All who attend are eligible to win pas
sage aboard the second annual "Choco
late Celebration Cruise," Oct. 26-Nov. 5.
Aboard the Royal Princess, the newest and
most luxurious of the Princess Cruise
ships, this 10-day transcanal vacation will
be the ultimate Halloween treat for choco
late lovers.
Advance tickets are available at a dis
count: Adults, $6.50; seniors over 62 and
children 5-12, $5; and children under 5,
free. Door admission the day of the event
will be $7.50. Advance tickets are available
through direct mail to UAI Productions,
P.O. Box 2817, Northridge, CA 913232817, or through Ticketmaster outlets in all
May Company, Music Plus and Sportmart
locations. To charge tickets by phone, call
the Ticketmaster charge line at (213) 4803232 or (714) 740-2000. For public informa
tion, call (818) 993-7564.

that made it across the desert, ended up in
jail, and thrown out of California in 1828.
Later on James wrote an account of his
travels, but much of the information in it
is frowned on by San Diego historians.
The museum is open Monday through
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4:45 p.m.; Sun
day from 12 noon to 4:45 p.m. There is a
bookstore/gift shop located on the prem
ises, mainly dealing with items on San
Diego History. The historical society's of
fices are still located there but the library
was moved over a year ago to Casa de Bal
boa in Balboa Park that the society now
rents. To use the archives, it is $1 for one
time or $5 for a card that entitles you to a
year's use. The archives have newspaper
clippings, biography files, old pioneer
memoirs, plus a huge photograph collec
tion on San Diego.

Nurses
&
Nurse
Students
Good money, excel,
benefits, 4 weeks vaca
tion after first year,
worldwide travel, pro
fessional growth, good
advancement, career
development & continu
ing education in the
Navy Nurse Corps, BSN
grads & Senior Students
may apply now. Rapid
Promotion, Mgmt. &
Teaching positions. Call
toll free:
1-800-228-8961.

MANAGEMENT OPPOR
TUNITIES— Immediate
openings for general, techni
cal and aviation manage
ment positions as officers in
the Navy. College Seniors
or grads, age 19-28 seeking
early l „ponsibility should
apply. All majors consider
ed, no exp nec, Equal op
portunity employer, starting
salary $20,000, $36,000 after
four years. 30 days vacation
first year; outstanding bene
fits pkg, call toll free
1-800-222-6289 Mon-Wed,
8am-4pm
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Sports
Toreros End Season 17-23

McGarry Steps Down As Softball Coach
By Tom Hoey
Staff Writer
After a 6-year tenure as the only coach
in USD Women's Softball history, coach
Kevin McGarry has decided to resign. His
decision is based on the need to devote all
his energy as defensive coordinator of the
football team and also spend more time re
cruiting gridiron prospects.
"It's tough to give up this job," said
McGarry. "This program has grown a lot
and the quality of women's softball has
also improved."
Despite an 0-6 start, the Toreras manged
to finish the season with a respectable rec
ord of 17-23. "That's a very deceiving rec
ord," said McGarry. "We got pounded ear
ly but the team never gave up. I have to
give the girls a lot of credit."

Kevin McGarry resigned as softball coach after the Toreras ended their
season last week. He plans to devote full-time to coaching football.

~ Impressive
gifts for any occasion
Shop at your bookstore
4> PARKER

SHEAFFER

There were'several Toreras who enjoyed
rewarding seasons including 3rd baseman
Mary Jo Gallina and catcher Mary God
frey, who both made First Team All Con
ference. Making Second Team honors
were ace pitcher Mary Stanbra, infielder
Katie O'Keefe, Diane Romo as a utility
player, and freshman Jamie Feijoo, out
fielder.
Overall, next year's team looks to be sol
id but there will be some voids to fill as
four key senior members will be gone.
Stanbra, Gallina, infielder Linda Ander

son, and outfielder Kathy Whitaker will
be hanging up their USD spikes. "We're
very sad to see them leave," said McGarry.
"They've been around a while and have
made a big contribution to this program
both on and off the field."
The loss of Stanbra leaves some rather
large shoes to be filled on the mound. Try
ing to fill those shoes will be junior pitch
ing standout Romo along with freshmen
Natalie Quaratino and Anne Martin,
both of whom saw limited action this year.
"Diane made more improvement than
anyone this year," said McGarry of his 3rd
baseman turned pitcher.
The Toreras led their conference with
the highest team batting averge but unfor
tunately they also had thfe highest earned
run average which definitely hurt them.
But what seemed to be the team's downfall
was the runners stranded on base.
"We hit the ball hard but it seemed to go
right at somebody," said McGarry. "This
was the year of no breaks."
But the future does appear to be bright
for the Toreras and McGarry should com
mend for his dedication and hard work
that has contributed to make Women's
Softball a fine program.
"This was the best group I've had since
I've been here," said McGarry. "They were
a good bunch to work with and they made
a lot of strides."

Torero BB Season Ends,
Home Victory Was Sweet
By Jon Alan Lee
Staff Writer
The USD baseball season ended last
week with an exciting finale for the home
crowd included in the week's two victor
ies. The two losses were by three runs each
as the Toreros played fine baseball to end
the season on an up note.
On Tuesday at the USD Baseball Com
plex, the last game of the home season was
played against UC Irvine. Dan Echeveste
and Jeff Grotewold had two-out rbis, Dav
id Jacas chipped in an rbi triple in a tworun third inning, and a two-run fourth

Classifieds
LOST—Gold necklace on 5-9-85; possibly
lost at Spigot. Sentimental value. Please
call Susan: 488-6805.

PROFESSIONAL RESUMES-$6 and up.
Expert writing, typing and printing. Also
letters, reports and applications. 2621
Denver Street, #A-2,92110,275-3565.

SAN DIEGO THIS SUMMER?—Nice, 2bedroom apartment available. For rent
$215/month. Location: Friars and
Goshen. Call 692-0827 or 291-5383.

highlighted by John Slaught's rbi triple
had USD up 6-1 after four.
However, Irvine struck for two in the
fifth on a homer, which would have been
a three-run shot if Echeveste had not
thrown out a potential base stealer mo
ments earlier. Irvine eventually tied the
game in the seventh, 6-6. An eighth inn
ing rally by Irvine was quelled by rifle-arm
ed Echeveste, who threw out the second
brave Irvine runner.
Finally, the Toreros broke the tie in the
eighth as Slaught scored with a head-first
drive into tht plate on senior Paul Van
Stone's sac fly. In the ninth, Slaught
threw to Echeveste for a play at the plate
which would have tied the score again, if
Echeveste hadn't held onto the ball after a
bone-jarring collision.
As if that wasn't enough, Irvine's at
tempt at spoiling the Torero parade con
tinued as they loaded the bases in the
same inning. Mark Hawblitzel, who got
the win in a relief pitching stint, induced
the final out to preserve the victory.
The final series of the year was on the
road against St. Mary's. On Saturday, a
five-run first, a two-run second, and a
three-run third for St. Mary's had the
score 10-3 after three innings. A Dave
Rolls solo homerun and Mark Trafton's
two-run clout narrowed the gap to 10-6 in
the eighth, but USD fell just short as Van
Stone's homerun in the ninth was the last
run of the game, which ended at the count
of 10-7. Jacas scored three runs and Trafton had four rbis for the day. Tom Seyler
pitched six innings of one run relief.
The first game of Sunday's doubleheader ended up to be the final Torero win of

(continued on pg. 14)
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Women's Crew Finishes Season
With Attitude of Excellence
By Julie O'Neil
Staff Writer

The Novice B boat concluded the
season in the most exciting race of the
year as they competed with UCSD on
Saturday. USD and UCSD fought it
out tooth and nail and the lead
changed hands at least three times
and the momentum of each boat
made the race go by that much quick
er. At the end, each stroke counted.
USD had a slight lead, but UCSD
powered through on the last two
strokes to tie the race.
The Varsity race, however, was not
as even as the Novice race. UCSD
started out strong and maintained the
lead all throughout the race. With the
change in line-up, USD found it dif
ficult to pull together and challenge
UCSD. UCSD finished the race with
a boat's length lead over USD.
"This race is not a good example of
the improvements the Varsity boat
has made over the year. I am pleased
with the season; the team came a long
way. This improvement and an at
titude of excellence is not only affec
ting the women's rowing program,
but all the athletic teams on campus.

As all the teams improve each year, 1
think that we all can expect much
more from them," stated Varsity
Coach Duke Robinson.
Novice Coach Debbie Riling said,
"All the women's crew teams had a
really good season. I'm proud of the
way all the women pulled together to
make each boat go faster. There was a
great deal of support from each other
and along with this support is a com
petitive edge which brought about a
desire to win. The win/loss record
does not always reflect the whole
story. We all must remember that the
effort that counts is the best effort,
and I think that women put their best
effort into each and every race."
"The Lightweight women made the
best of their season. With all the
changes in seats and the mixture of
Novice and Varsity it was difficult for
the women to pull together and win.
Next year hopefully, the Lightweight
program will be stronger. With
Novice moving to Varsity the prac
tices will be more organized and they
will have more time on the water,"
said Lightweight Coach Matthew
Stehly.

Toreros End Season
(continued from pg. 13)
the year. Leading 4-1 after three on the
strength of Van Stone's four-bagger and
two runs scored, USD put the game out of
reach in the seventh as Trafton popped a
tater. Trafton finished with three hits and
three rbis, and Van Stone collected three
hits to suport Hawblitzel's strong starting
pitching.
The final game had USD down 4-0 after
seven as a two-run homer and two other
scratch runs went uncontested by St.
Mary's. Only a John Santos triple play in
the third for the Toreros, as the bearded
wonder made a diving catch to start off

the unassisted gem, kept the game close.
Trafton got his second hit in the eighth to
knock in the only Torero run, as Santos,
who had laid down a beautiful drag bunt,
scored the last run of the year.
Van Stone ended up as the team leader
in batting average, .305, and rbis with 46.
Jacas, who batted .299, led the squad with
47 runs and 24 stolen bases. Trafton took
the homerun title with eight, as he batted
.298. Sean Baron and Grotewold had
seven homers each, and Baron led in slug
ging at .531. Robbie Rogers played in all
56 games, and Hawblitzel was the top
pitcher with a 3.88 ERA and a 4-3 record.

Torero Basketball Awards ~
Budweiser MVP-Anthony Reuss
Bugelli Leadership Award-Chris Carr
Academic Excellence-Anthony Reuss

Oakwood Sign-Ups
See Judy Sandman in the
Housing Office

IMMEDIATELY

The Novice A boat strokes its way through the course. This boat will be
competing in the Western Sprints this weekend, along with the Men's
Crew. Photo by Matthew Stehly.

Children of the Americas
Bike Journey Set for June 15
On June 15, one hundred concerned
people will begin the 1985 Pam American
Paseo, a 250-mile bike journey for hungry
and hurting children, from Santa Barbara
to Tijuana. The five-day marathon to raise
consciousness and funds is sponsored by
Children of the Americas.
For more than a decade, Children of the
Americas as been helping children direct
ly, especially in Tijuana, Mexico and in
Southern California. The organization al
so works to ensure the rights of children
throughout the hemisphere.
Each Paseo rider collects $300 in sponsor
ship and pays $30 personal expenses. Any
bike in good working condition will do.

Anyone who is physically fit can keep pace.
The only special requirement is a strong
desire to make a difference for children.
Every day 41,000 children die of pover
ty..Though we cannot feel all hungry chil
dren, the Pan American Paseo is an op
portunity for each rider to prevent some of
this needless suffering. Personal sharing by
the riders, combined with the media im
pact of the Paseo as it passes through doz
ens of Southern California communities
will touch the consciousness of millions.
Funds raised will support the life-saving
programs of Children of the Americas.
You can make a difference. Write Chil
dren of the Americas, P.O. Drawer 21707,
Santa Barbara, CA 93121, (805) 963-2189.

PUT US TO THE TEST!
LSAT-GMAT-GRE
MCAT-DAT
GRE PSYCH -GRE BIO
MAT * PCAT•OCAT
VAT-TOEFL-SSAT
PSAT-SAT
ACHIEVEMENTS-ACT

NATIONAL MED BOARDS
MSKP • FMGEMS
FLEX-NOB-NPB
NCB • NCLEXRN
CGFNS- CPA
SPEED READING
ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION TO
LAW SCHOOL

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE"
facilities.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privileges to over
120 locations.

CLASSES FORMING
NOW!

Winter
&
Spring

CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
A WEEKENDS:

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

San Diego Center
2180 Garnet Ave.
Pacific Beach, CA 92109
(619) 270-6810

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SWCE 1938
In New Vtork State Stanley H Kaplan Educational Center Ltd
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Gonzalez Women's Tennis MVP

Sportstalk
Move Over Carnac—
Here's the Psports Psychic
By John Schlegel
Sports Editor

Laura Gonzalez was named MVP of the Women's Tennis Team, as she went
16-12 in singles for the Toreras.

NEW YORK TIMES
College Representative
The New York Times is seeking a
college rep to promote the paper
part-time. Excellent experience.

Call 578-9206
Please leave message

NEED EXTRA CASH?
TOPS* CAN HELP YOU
EARN IT.
TOPS* TOTAL PERSONNEL has just
the job for you... and never a fee! We
have temporary openings throughout
San Diego and North County for the
following skills:
CLERICAL—Entry level and up
INDUSTRIAL—Day work, inventories
Assembly and many, many more

NO FEE TO ANY
APPLICANT
LET TOPS* HELP YOU
MAKE YOUR SUMMER
FULL OF
FUN AND PROFIT
For interviewing location nearest you, call

299-8770
TOPS* TOTAL PERSONNEL SERVICE
7851 Mission Center Court, Suite 210
San Diego, CA 92108

Despite a somewhat disappointing record
of 5-25 the USD Women's Tennis team is
optimistc about next year, as most of the
team will be returning from this year's
young squad.
"What happened mainly this year was
that we lost most of our team from last
year," said coach Shari Stevens. "We had
a really young, inexperienced team and we
played tough competition, like UCLA,
USIU and Arizona. We competed with a
lot of nationally ranked teams."
"I'm disappointed in a way that we
didn't have a winning season, but we were
in the run for the money on points against
these teams.
Laura Gonzalez was voted the Most
Valuable Player on the team, as she had a
16-12 record in Number 1 singles. Gon
zalez, a freshman, will obviously be a ma
jor factor in the success of next year's
team.
"Laura did really well for us this year,"
said Stevens. "But she's going pushed by
upcoming freshmen as well as our return
ing players. She's a strong player and she
comes through under pressure, so I think
she will be a leader for us next year."
"We're definitely going to be a lot
tougher next year," she said. "You can se
how far we went this year by the way we
played those big teams tough and didn't
back down. I think if we bring in the ex
perience we got this year and some food
freshmen, we should do well."

RESEARCH

Send $2 for catalog
of over 16,000 topics to
assist _your research ef
forts. For info., call tollfree 1-806621-5745 (in II_ llnois call 312-922-0300).
Authors' Research, Rm 600-N.
~ S. Dearborn, Chlcspo. IL 60606

Fred McCann: Now it's once again time for our visitor from the East. Sage,
soothsayer and psorts psychic, please welcome the yogi Shaddapa Yomout.
Shaddapa: Oh, tank you, Fred. It is so wonderous to bask in the light of your
benevolent presence.
Fred: Yeah, it's good to see you too, Yogi. Can we get on with the questions?
These envelopes have been sealed in Anthony Reuss' basketball shoe on top of the
Sports Center bleachers for the past year, which, of course, insures that no one,
NO ONE, has seen them. You will assertain the answers to the questions inside
using your psports psychic powers. The first envelope,, Yogi.
Yomout: Oh, tank you, sacred cow breath. Ah, the answer is: "Wink Martindale
and King Kong in the unemployment line." —rip—Ah, yes, the question: "What
does NBA Commissioner David Stern's future look like after his outstanding
emcee appearance on the Ewing lottery, and what does New York's future look
like after the Knicks won the lottery.?" Oh, yes, Mr Ewing should not need to
climb the Empire State Building to swat away shots in the NBA. And, oh, what a
fine entertainer Mr. Stern is. Tank you.
Fred: Yeah. Envelope number two, Yogi.
Yogi: Ah, the answer to the question in this benelovent envelope is. "Emily Post
Charm School and Speedy Messenger Serivce." —rip— "What companies will
John Riggins and Alan Wiggins probably not be doing endorsements for?" Yes,
quite true. I tink Mr. Riggins blew his chance when he instucted Washingtonians
in the course of passing out at $l,000-a-plate dinners. And I'm afraid Mr. Wiggins
takes a bit too long to get his message across. I tink the Padres will get their
message accross much more succinctly. But there will be good news in the sports
endorsements realm: Lucille, the transvestite arrested doing "lewd" things with
Texas pitcher Dave Stewart, will be getting a multi-commercial deal with Snap
-On Tools. Tank you.
Fred: Yikes, that was a nasty one.
Shad: Tank you, Fred. And may your children go to USD without financial aid.
Fred: Things have taken an ugly turn, folks, so let's have the next envelope.
Yogi: Oh, the answer to this one is: "Fold like a dirty smelly, unwanted sheet."
—rip— And the question: "What will the USFL do after one season head-to-head
with the NFL in the fall of 1986, if they make it that far?" Oh, Fred, I don't think I
need to expand. . .
Fred: No, I think it's obvious enough. Now, Yogi, the final envelope.
Yogi: Ah, the .final one, the answer is: "Lakers over Celtics plus Pads over
Orioles equals absolute, inescapable truth." —rip— "What is your equation for the
NBA and Major league baseball final outcomes?
Fred: Didn't you in fact predict that the Lakers would beat the Celtics and that
the Padres wouldn't make it past July last year?
Yogi: Oh, Fred, I only deal with the future, not the past.
Fred: All right. Well, tank you, I mean thank you, Yogi Shaddapa Yomout for
your wonderful Psports Psychic predictions.
Editors note: It was reported Wednesday that Shaddapa Yomout is not a hindu
Yogi at all. In fact, his name is Melvin Thudpucker, and after his Psports Psychic
routine, he was followed to his home, a 30-foot motor home with a sattelite dish
on top, parked in downtown Santee.

YMCA Has Summer Fun
The Northwest YMCA's summer bas
ketball leagues are starting soon in La
Jolla. The Thursday night A League be
gins play on May 16th, the Wednesday
Over 30 League begins play on June 5th
and the Sunday B League starts on June
23rd. Fees will be $185 per team plus a re
fundable $50 forfeit fee and $11 a game for
the referees.
In order to register, teams must submit a
team roster and the $50 forfeit fee. All fees
are due one week before the first game.
Each league runs at least 11 weeks and
awards are presented to the tournament
champions. Interested teams should call
the NW YMCA at 453-3483 for more de
tails.

Coed Body Sculpture Weight Training
Get ready to remodel and sculpt your
body. Diane Buchta, a very knowledge
able and experienced weight trainer is of

fering a five-week class in coed weight lift
ing to tone and firm. The class includes
nutrition and diet tips, and running and
biking information.
Proper weight training improves the
body's strength, felxibility, coordination
and sports skills level, besides the extra
benefit of well being, enhanced self-image,
and confidence. The fastest and most effi
cient way of getting muscles into the prop
er condition is with weight training or
body sculpturing.
Visualize the body you want and if you
are serious about changing yourself, sign
up at the Northwest YMCA in La Jolla
(453-3483). Classes meet Monday and
Wednesday 9:30-10:30 a.m. or 6:30-7:30
p.m. Fees are $25 for Y members, $35 nonmembers. The next five-week
session
starts Monday May 13. For more informa
tion, call the Y at 453-3483.

Advertisement

1 Budweiser
K I N G
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FOR ALL YOU DO.. .THIS
BUD® PAGE IS FOR YOU.

Roll Call of Champions
The IM department would like to take this opportunity to salute those
intramural athletes who proved themselves to be better than all the rest.
To the intramural champions for spring, 1985 this Bud's for you:

MENS SOFTBALL
. . Uncle Wiggley's Traveling All-Stars
CO-REC SOFTBALLBetter Buy the Case
CO-REC SOCCER
Terminators
5x5 BASKETBALL
A LeagueThursday Night at the Spigot
B League
Black Shadow

IM }s Oscars

The Blastemores
for '85

Movies have the Oscars, music has the
Grammys, and intramural sports has the
Blastemores.This semester's awards have
been expanded to include no less than a
dozen categories. In many instances the
judges couldn't decide on only one win
ner, so there were several. Well, without
further ado here they are, the Blastemores:
Best Team Name: 1) Squeeze Play (corec softball), 2) Up Your Asset$ (co-rec
softball), 3) Constant Acceleration (5x5
basketball), 4) Hot Shots (5x5 basketball).
Worst Team Name: 1) Excriments
(mens softball), 2) Swallow, Don't Spit (corec softball), 3) Brocolli (mens softball),
4) Several Fish (co-rec soccer).
Most Appropriate Team Name: Vic
tory Through Violence (mens floor hockey)
Most Dominant Team: 1) Thursday
Night at the Spigot (5x5 basketball),
2) Gutter Dusters VIII (midnight bowling).
Best Individual Performance in a
Playoff Game: 1) Mike Ricciardelli
(Trorr Lives), 2) Mark Marinkovich (Un
cle Wiggley's Traveling All-Stars).
Most Improved Team: 1) Victory
Through Violence (mens floor hockey),
2) NROTC (mens softball), 3) Squeeze Play
(co-rec softball).

Biggest Disappointments: 1) Spread,
Penetrate, and Shoot (5x5 basketball),
2) Just For Fun Again (womens floor hoc
key), 3) Learned Foot (co-rec soccer).
Dynasty in the Making: 1) Thursday
Night at the Spigot (5x5 basketball),
2) Better Buy the Case (co-rec softball).
Most Dramatic Comeback: Better
Buy the Case in their championship game
victory.
Player Least Likely to be Invited to
a Referee's Party: 1) Robbie Rogers
(Victory Through Violence), 2) Jim Kelly
(Thursday Night at the Spigot), 3) Theresa
Raynor (69ers IV Edition).
Best Display of Sportsmanship:
1) Let Them Eat Kern (mens softball),
2) Where's Poltz (6x6 volleyball), 3) Kern of
the Court (5x5 basketball).
Best Impression of Tag Team
Wrestling: Victory Through Violence
(mens floor hockey) - Every time they step
ped on the gym floor.
Best Job by a Hockey Player Using
Only Half a Stick: Tony Abbatagelo (In
the Pink).
Worst Job Forecasting Intramural
Events: No contest here. It has to be Per
ry the Prognosticator.

The Vista would like to thank Andy Berg, Gary Becker, Seamus McFadden, and everyone that contributed to the Bud Page this year. Have a
great summer!
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Womens
Puck Ups
6x6 VOLLEYBALL
Where's Poltz
SCRAMBLE GOLF
. . . Dave Niichel and John Schabacker
DOUBLES TENNIS
. . . John Dannemiller and Reed Cullen
MIDNIGHT BOWLING
Gutter Dusters VIII
RACQUETBALL
Mark Lindsey

